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Aust in

Large  
Fit

Spring 
Hinges

Wood 
Style 

Temples
Unisex Polarized

Gold/Chrome Gold/Brown

Silver/Ocean Gold/Brown Gradient

Silver/Grey

The Austin is an ultra lightweight, unisex pilot-style sunglass that looks great with any outfit. A combines wood-inspired temple arms and
a stylish double bridge in these trendy sunglasses. Spring hinges and adjustable silicon nose pads provide a secure, comfortable fit. The
lenses are UV400 protective, plus they are polarized to block glare. Abaco sunglasses are covered by the Worry-Free Warranty, and every
pair comes with a Cleaning Cloth Microfiber Pouch for easy storage and cleaning. 
 



Our unisex Avery is the ultimate Pilot Sunglass. A stylish double bridge gives the classic frame a modern edge. Made from lightweight 
Stainless Steel with premium metal screw hinges, the frames feature adjustable silicon nose pads for comfort. The UV400 protective 
lenses protect eyes from the damaging rays of the sun, while the polarized lenses block glare and reduce eyestrain. All Abaco sunglasses 
are protected under our Worry-Free Warranty, and each pair comes with its own Cleaning Cloth Microfiber Pouch for easy storage and 
cleaning. 
 

Small  
Fit

Unisex Polarized

Gold/Ocean

Avery
Silver/Grey

Gold/Brown Gold/Blue

Silver/Ocean Silver/Chrome



B e l l a

The Abaco Bella is a round retro style with hardware accents at the temples and premium metal hinges. The durable polycarbonate and 
metal frames are lightweight, and the polarized lenses provide UV400 protection for your delicate eyes. All of our sunglasses are 
protected by our Worry-Free Warranty, and an Abaco Cleaning Cloth Microfiber Pouch is included with each pair, so you can easily clean 
and store your sunnies.  

Medium  
Fit

Womens Polarized

Crystal Grey/Purple Black/Ocean

Tortoise/Ocean Tortoise/Brown

Crystal Grey/Grey Black/Grey



B u r t o n

Our unisex Burton is the ultimate Pilot Sunglass. A stylish double bridge gives the classic frame a modern edge. Made from lightweight 
Stainless Steel with premium metal screw hinges, the frames feature soft Wood Style temple arms and adjustable silicon nose pads for a 
comfortable custom fit. The UV400 protective lenses protect eyes from the damaging rays of the sun, while the polarized lenses block 
glare and reduce eyestrain. Plus, all Abaco sunglasses are covered under our Worry-Free Warranty, and each pair comes with its own 
Cleaning Cloth Microfiber Pouch for easy storage and cleaning. 

Medium  
Fit

Spring 
Hinges

Wood 
Style 

Temples
Unisex Polarized

Silver/Ocean Silver/Grey

Gold/Gold Gold/Brown

Gold/Ocean



Abaco`s Castaway is a unique pair of classic style sunglasses. Spring hinges ensure a snug, comfortable fit, and they are so lightweight 
they float if dropped into the water. Impact resistant polarized polycarbonate lenses block glare and provide UV400 protection for 
delicate eyes. Virtually anyone can rock a pair of these, as they flatter a diverse range of face shapes and sizes. Plus, an Abaco Cleaning 
Cloth Microfiber Pouch is included with each pair, so you can easily clean your sunglasses and store them safely when not in use. 
 

Medium  
Fit

Spring 
Hinges

Bamboo 
Frame

Unisex Polarized

Golden/Blue

Castaway

Golden/Green



The Cruiser has a popular square shape with Genuine Bamboo temple arms for a unique, bold look. Polarized lenses block glare and 
provide UV400 protection for your eyes, and the premium metal hinges open and close easily. The lightweight, unisex frames fit a diverse 
range of face shapes and sizes. Plus, an Abaco Cleaning Cloth Microfiber Pouch is included with each pair, so you can easily clean your 
sunglasses and store them safely when not in use. 
 

Medium  
Fit

Bamboo 
Temples Unisex Polarized

Black/Grey

Cruiser

Black/Blue

Black/Green



The Cruiser has a popular square shape with Genuine Bamboo temple arms for a unique, bold look. Polarized lenses block glare and 
provide UV400 protection for your eyes, and the premium metal hinges open and close easily. The lightweight, unisex frames fit a diverse 
range of face shapes and sizes. Plus, an Abaco Cleaning Cloth Microfiber Pouch is included with each pair, so you can easily clean your 
sunglasses and store them safely when not in use. 
 

Medium  
Fit

Unisex Polarized

Matte Black/Grey

Cruiser II

Matte Black/Ocean



Our unisex Dakota is a sleek pilot-style with a stylish double bridge that gives the classic frame a modern edge. Constructed of lightweight 
Stainless Steel with spring hinges for a snug fit, the frames feature soft temples and adjustable silicon nose pads for a comfortable custom fit. The 
UV400 protective lenses protect eyes from the damaging rays of the sun, while the polarized lenses block glare and reduce eyestrain. What`s more, 
all Abaco sunglasses are protected by our Worry-Free Warranty, and every pair comes with its own Cleaning Cloth Microfiber Pouch for easy 
storage and cleaning. 
 

Medium  
Fit

Spring 
Hinges

Unisex Polarized

Silver/Grey

Dakota
Silver/Chrome Gold/Blue

Gold/Ocean Gold/Purple

Gold/Brown 
Gradient

Gold/Brown

Silver/Brown Gradient

Gold/Blue Gradient

For more color options, please see ShopAbaco.com



Dockside sunglasses have a bold square style in an impact-resistant polycarbonate frame featuring premium metal hinges. The frames 
are durable and lightweight, while the polarized lenses block glare and provide UV400 protection for your delicate eyes. Every pair of 
abacos is covered under a Worry-Free Warranty, plus an Abaco Cleaning Cloth Microfiber Pouch comes with every pair. 
 

Medium  
Fit

Mens Polarized

Clear/Chrome

Dockside
Black/Blue

Black/Gold Black/Ocean

Black/Fire Crystal Grey/Grey

Crystal Grey/Blue

Crystal Grey/Purple

For more color options, please see ShopAbaco.com



Hudson

Classic style is what the Hudson is all about with a distinctive shape, characteristic rivet details at the temples, and premium metal 
hinges. The impact-resistant polycarbonate frame is paired with UV400 protective polarized lenses. Additionally, each pair of Abaco 
sunglasses is covered under our Worry-Free Warranty and ships with a Cleaning Cloth Microfiber Pouch for easy storage and cleaning. 

Medium  
Fit

Unisex Polarized

Tortoise/Grey Tortoise/Ocean

Tortoise/Brown Black/Grey

Black/Ocean



Kateye

The Kateye is an ultra-lightweight frame that features premium metal hinges, which are molded around the ears to provide a comfortable 
fit. The lenses provide UV400 protection from the harmful rays of the sun, plus they are polarized to block glare from reflective surfaces. 
 All Abaco sunglasses are guaranteed to be 100% Authentic and in New Condition, and an Abaco Cleaning Cloth Microfiber Pouch is 
included with each pair, so you can easily keep your new sunnies clean and safely tucked away when not in use. 

Small 
Fit

Womens Polarized

Gloss Black/Grey

Crystal 
Brown/Brown



Montana

Our unisex Montana is a sophisticated style with metal accents at the bridge, temples, and the bottoms of the lenses. The feather light 
frame is made of impact-resistant polycarbonate, it has premium metal hinges that open and close easily, and the adjustable silicon nose 
pads provide a comfortable custom fit. The UV400 protective lenses protect eyes from the damaging rays of the sun, while the polarized 
lenses block glare and reduce eyestrain. What`s more, Abaco sunglasses are backed by our Worry-Free Warranty, and every pair comes 
ships with its own Cleaning Cloth Microfiber Pouch for easy storage and cleaning. 

Medium  
Fit 

Unisex Polarized

Gloss Black/Grey Matte Black/Chrome

Gloss Black/Ocean Tortoise/Brown

Tortoise/Ocean Matte Black/Ocean

Tortoise/Grey

Matte Black/Grey



The unisex, universally flattering Jesse sunglasses are made of soft, lightweight polycarbonate, and the lenses provide 100% UV 
protection from the suns harmful rays. The frames feature characteristic rivets at the temples and extremely flexible spring hinges for a 
snug, comfortable fit. These sunglasses fit virtually all faces from small to large, and an Abaco Cleaning Cloth Microfiber Pouch is 
included with each pair, so you can easily keep your new shades clean and safely tucked away when not in use. 
 

Medium  
Fit

Spring 
Hinges

Unisex Polarized

Tortoise/Brown

Jesse
Crystal Grey/Chrome

Crystal Grey/Blue Rubber Black/Fire

Rubber Black/Ocean Rubber Black/Gold

Rubber Black/Grey

Tortoise/Grey

For more color options, please see ShopAbaco.com



Made of strong, lightweight polycarbonate, the frames feature characteristic rivets at the temples, standard hinges, and they are molded 
around the ears for added comfort. The polarized lenses provide 100% UV protection from the harmful rays of the sun. These unisex, 
universally flattering sunglasses fit virtually all faces from small to large. All Abaco Sunglasses are Guaranteed to be 100% Authentic and 
in New Condition, and an Abaco Cleaning Cloth Microfiber Pouch is included with each pair, so you can easily keep your new shades 
clean and safely tucked away when not in use. 
 

Medium  
Fit

Unisex Polarized

Black/Purple

K a i
Crystal Grey/Blue

Black/Blue Black/Fire

Black/Chrome Black/Ocean Black/Grey

For more color options, please see ShopAbaco.com



These unisex, universally flattering Laguna sunglasses are made of strong, lightweight Polycarbonate, and the lenses provide 100% UV 
protection from the damaging rays of the sun. The frames feature characteristic rivets at the temples, standard hinges, and they are 
molded around the ears for added comfort. These sunglasses fit virtually all faces from small to large, and an Abaco Cleaning Cloth 
Microfiber Pouch is included with each pair, so you can easily keep your new shades clean and safely tucked away when not in use. 
 

Medium  
Fit

Unisex Polarized

Clear/Blue

Laguna
Crystal Grey/Ocean

Crystal Grey/Grey Clear/Purple

Clear/Grey



P i p e r

Piper sunglasses are a sleek, round style with premium metal hinges. The Piper frame is extremely lightweight, and the polarized lenses 
block glare and provide UV400 protection for your delicate eyes. These fashion forward sunnies are made of impact-resistant 
polycarbonate, and are available with Grey, Brown or Ocean Lenses. Every pair of abacos is backed by our Worry-Free Warranty, plus an 
Abaco Cleaning Cloth Microfiber Pouch is included with every pair.   

Medium  
Fit

Unisex Polarized

Tortoise/Ocean Tortoise/Brown

Black/Grey Black/Ocean



Pi tbu l l

Our Pitbull pilot sunglasses feature a stylish double bridge, and spring hinges ensure a snug, comfortable fit. Shatter-resistant 
polycarbonate frames and Natural Bamboo wood arms make this model extremely lightweight, and the Mirror lenses are a trendy update. 
Polarized UV400 protective lenses block glare and prevent sun damage to delicate eyes. Virtually anyone can rock a pair of these unique 
looking unisex pilots, as they flatter a diverse range of face shapes and sizes. Also, all abacos are protected under our Worry-Free 
Warranty, and each pair comes with an Abaco Cleaning Cloth Microfiber Pouch for easy cleaning and storage. 

Medium  
Fit

Spring 
Hinges

Bamboo 
Temples

Mens Polarized

Matte Black/Grey Matte Black/Ocean

Matte Black/Citrus Matte Black/Chrome

Matte Black/Blue Matte Black/Fire



R e e s e

A lightweight frame in a popular rectangle style gives the Reese a sleek, polished look. The frames feature premium metal hinges for easy 
opening and closing of the temple arms, and the polarized lenses provide 100% UV protection from the harmful rays of the sun. Abaco 
Sunglasses are covered by a Worry-Free Warranty, and an Abaco Cleaning Cloth Microfiber Pouch is included with each pair. 

Medium  
Fit

Unisex Polarized

Tortoise/Grey Black/Grey

Tortoise/Brown Tortoise/Ocean

Black/Ocean



Taylor sunglasses are a classic style with characteristic rivets at the temples. Spring hinges ensure a snug, comfortable fit, and impact 
resistant polarized polycarbonate lenses block glare and provide UV400 protection for delicate eyes. Virtually anyone can rock a pair of 
this unisex style, as they flatter a diverse range of face shapes and sizes. Plus, an Abaco Cleaning Cloth Microfiber Pouch is included 
with each pair, so you can easily clean your sunglasses and store them safely when not in use. 
 

Medium  
Fit

Spring 
Hinges

Bamboo 
Temples

Unisex Polarized

Clear/Blue

Taylor
Black/Grey

Tortoise/Brown Tortoise/Blue

Clear/Grey Black/Ocean

For more color options, please see ShopAbaco.com



Made of strong, lightweight polycarbonate, the frames feature characteristic rivets at the temples, standard hinges, and they are molded 
around the ears for added comfort. The polarized lenses provide 100% UV protection from the harmful rays of the sun. These unisex, 
universally flattering sunglasses fit virtually all faces from small to large. All Abaco Sunglasses are Guaranteed to be 100% Authentic and 
in New Condition, and an Abaco Cleaning Cloth Microfiber Pouch is included with each pair, so you can easily keep your new shades 
clean and safely tucked away when not in use. 
 

Medium  
Fit

Wood 
Style 

Frame
Unisex Polarized

Grey/Ocean

T i k i
Brown/Blue

Grey/Grey Brown/Ocean

Brown/Grey Natural/Blue

For more color options, please see ShopAbaco.com



Show off your laid back style in a pair of our Waikiki sunglasses. Lightweight polycarbonate frames provide durability and a comfortable 
fit. These sunglasses feature characteristic rivet details on the front, premium metal hinges, and they are molded around the ears for 
added comfort. Achieve 100% UV protection behind the polarized lenses. These sunnies look good on virtually everyone, and the unisex 
frame fits a variety of face shapes and sizes. An Abaco Cleaning Cloth Microfiber Pouch is included with each pair, so you can easily 
keep your new shades clean and store them when not in use. 
 

Medium  
Fit

Unisex Polarized

Tortoise/Brown

Waikiki
Tortoise/Blue

Tortoise/Ocean Black/Grey

Tortoise/Grey Black/Ocean

For more color options, please see ShopAbaco.com



Check out our
KIDS

Sunglasses



Made of shatter-resistant, lightweight polycarbonate, the frames feature premium metal hinges, and they are molded around the ears to 
provide a comfortable fit. The lenses provide UV400 protection from the harmful rays of the sun. These unisex sunglasses complement a 
variety of facial shapes, and they generally fit ages 4 to 7 years. All Abaco Sunglasses are Guaranteed to be 100% Authentic and in New 
Condition, and an Abaco Cleaning Cloth Microfiber Pouch is included with each pair, so you can easily keep your new sunnies clean and 
safely tucked away when not in use. 
 

Ages 
4-7

Unisex Shatter 
Resistant

Clear/Blue

K a i  J r

Clear/Purple

Clear/Ocean



Kateye  Jr

The Kateye Junior contemporizes the look of a retro Cat Eye frame by giving it a frame with modern shatter-resistant polycarbonate 
lenses. The ultra-lightweight frame features premium metal hinges, and they are molded around the ears to provide a comfortable fit. The 
lenses provide UV400 protection from the harmful rays of the sun.  All Abaco sunglasses are guaranteed to be 100% Authentic and in 
New Condition, and an Abaco Cleaning Cloth Microfiber Pouch is included with each pair, so you can easily keep your new sunnies clean 
and safely tucked away when not in use. 

Ages 
5-8

Girls Shatter 
Resistant

Gloss Black/Grey

Crystal 
Brown/Brown







Our StoryOur Story

Our Products

Lifetime Warranty

When we design our products, we take into account the comfort of the frame by utilizing high quality lightweight materials. Our styles are 
carefully designed to fit and compliment face shapes of all types. Our objective is to deliver an affordable and fashionable product to our 
customers that far exceeds their expectations while providing the highest level of sun protection. Abaco lenses are Polarized UV400 to protect
and preserve the eye from damaging ultraviolet radiation. 

Abaco Polarized offers a Lifetime Warranty on Abaco Sunglasses against manufactures defects as well as 
accidental breakage. We cover everything from broken frames to scratched lenses. This means, should your 
Abaco's get stepped on, sat on, run over by a car, or eaten by your dog (believe me we've seen it all) we will 
happily replace your Abacos thru our Worry Free Lifetime Warranty Program. 
See AbacoPolarized.com/Warranty for Details 

Established in a small touristy town in South Florida, our story began in 2008 as a boutique retail sunglass shop selling high end 
designer brand sunglasses. It was soon after that we realized the overwhelming need for stylish yet affordable eye ware that looks 
and feels good, yet most importantly provides the protection against the sun that our eyes require. Through countless hours of 
designing, engineering and strategizing, we made it our mission to manufacture great looking, high quality polarized sunglasses at 
affordable prices. Introducing Abaco Sunglasses, a line of chic polarized sunglasses for fashion conscious millennials.



Make Everyday a SUNday

355 Hiatt Drive Palm Beach Gardens, FL 33418 | (561) 509-1400 | info@abacopolarized.com


